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Enterprise Information Resources Inc. Sponsors and Presents at 
SuccessFactors' SuccessConnect – Simplifying the Way the World Works 
 
The Venetian/Palazzo Resort & Casino - Las Vegas, NV - August 10-12, 2015 
 
Enterprise Information Resources Inc. (EIR™), a consulting and software tools firm 
specializing in base compensation and variable pay, today announced that the 
company is a gold-level sponsor and is presenting at two sessions at SuccessFactors', an 
SAP company's, annual SuccessConnect conference. SuccessConnect is one of the top 
HR events of the year, where industry thought leaders, current customers, technology 
partners and solution experts come together to share experiences, best practices and 
new innovations. The conference will be held from August 10-12 at The Venetian/Palazzo 
Resort & Casino in Las Vegas, NV. 
 
SuccessConnect 2015 will feature industry luminaries who will present authoritative 
answers and perspectives during keynotes and dozens of in-depth sessions. The event will 
assemble SuccessFactors and SAP customers and partners, including EIR, as well as 
thought leaders, to discuss what's happening in the market, the major trends impacting 
HR and the business, and the role of technology in simplifying the way the world works. 
 
EIR's continued cooperation with SuccessFactors is helping companies accelerate their 
business execution. EIR has leveraged its understanding and proven track record within 
the compensation market and combined this expertise with SuccessFactors' market- 
leading solutions to bring extensive functional knowledge, a proven service 
methodology and deep technical expertise to deliver solutions that meet the business 
goals of SuccessFactors' customers. EIR has SAP-validated expertise in HR cloud solutions. 
 
At SuccessConnect 2015, EIR's president, France Lampron, will present with Clinton 
Shoap, global process manager of Global HR Operations at Cargill, Inc., on "Transforming 
a Global Compensation Process: Efficiency and Scalability with SuccessFactors." France 
Lampron is also presenting with Leslie Apony, manager of Customer Value and Adoption 
at SuccessFactors, on "SuccessFactors Compensation: Optimize and Adopt the Latest 
Features." 
 
"Simplifying the way the world works is a fitting title to this year's SuccessConnect 
conference," said EIR's Lampron. "We are working with customers today that are 
envisioning new solutions for more efficient compensation systems as they migrate to the 
cloud, evolve a compensation solution or implement an entirely new compensation 
system." 
 
SuccessConnect 2015 will deliver world-class content and keynotes from SAP and 
SuccessFactors executives, customers, industry thought leaders and other well-
recognized leaders. The event will also include programs for prospective customers who 
want to learn more about SuccessFactors® solutions. 
 
For more information about EIR's software and base compensation and variable 
consulting services, visit Enterprise Information Resources Inc. in Booth 34 at the 
conference. 
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To register and for more information on SuccessConnect 2015, please visit: 
www.successfactors.com/en_us/successconnect.html.  
 
About Enterprise Information Resources Inc. 
Enterprise Information Resources Inc. (EIR) is a systems and services consulting company 
specializing in base and variable pay compensation solutions closely integrated with the 
goals and performance solutions for new and existing SAP/SuccessFactors customers. EIR 
brings extensive functional knowledge, deep technical expertise, an unparalleled record 
of success, and EIR CompTools™, cloud-based advanced data preparation tools for the 
transformation of compensation data. EIR CompTools leverages the rich features of the 
SuccessFactors Compensation solution from SuccessFactors, an SAP company. EIR has 
SAP-validated expertise in HR cloud solutions. 
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